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Abstract The distribution of variation in a quantitative

trait and its underlying distribution of genotypic diversity

can both be shaped by stabilizing and directional selection.

Understanding either distribution is important, because it

determines a population’s response to natural selection.

Unfortunately, existing theory makes conflicting predictions

about how selection shapes these distributions, and very little

pertinent experimental evidence exists. Here we study a

simple genetic system, an evolving RNA enzyme (ribozyme)

in which a combination of high throughput genotyping and

measurement of a biochemical phenotype allow us to address

this question. We show that directional selection, compared

to stabilizing selection, increases the genotypic diversity of

an evolving ribozyme population. In contrast, it leaves the

variance in the phenotypic trait unchanged.
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Introduction

A population of organisms or molecules with some quanti-

tative phenotype P, where natural selection favors an

increase or decrease in P, and where the population mean of P

is consequently changing over time, is said to be under

directional selection. This mode of selection typically occurs

when a population experiences a new environment and many

individuals find themselves poorly adapted. Over time, such

a population would adapt to its environment, and enter a

regime of stabilizing selection, during which the population

mean phenotype P no longer changes. Because of its

importance for understanding Darwinian evolution, the

effects of directional and stabilizing selection on phenotypes

have received considerable attention by theorists.

One simple question with no straightforward answer

regards the effects of directional and stabilizing selection

on the phenotypic variance of a population. Because

directional selection can favor extreme phenotypes, one

might think that it would cause an increase not only in the

mean, but also in the phenotypic variance of the popula-

tion. However, this is not necessarily the case. Whether it

does depends on several factors, including the shape—

convex or concave—of the fitness function (Layzer 1978),

the distribution of trait values (Bürger 1991; Hansen 1992),

whether a trait optimum fluctuates with time, the presence

and kind of genotype-by-environment interactions (Her-

misson and Wagner 2004), the existence of epistatic

interactions among loci (Hansen 2006), and the extent of

phenotypic canalization before the onset of directional

selection (de Visser et al. 2003; Hermisson and Wagner

2004). The change in phenotypic variance caused by

periods of stabilizing selection is no easier to predict. It

depends upon several attributes of genetic architecture,

which include epistasis (Hermisson et al. 2003), the
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structure of the fitness landscape (Barton and Turelli 1987),

the number of loci involved in a trait (Turelli and Barton

1990; Bürger 1991), and the extent of canalization (Wagner

et al. 1997). Overall, existing theory does not make any

simple and general predictions for the change in pheno-

typic variance over time. Unfortunately, there is also very

little experimental data that speak to this question, with the

exception of the observation that stressful environments

can cause a release of previously hidden phenotypic vari-

ation with a genetic basis (Waddington 1959; Scharloo

1991; Rutherford and Lindquist 1998; True and Lindquist

2000; Gibson and Dworkin 2004; Flatt 2005; Hayden et al.

2011).

Directional and stabilizing selection can not only affect

the distribution of phenotypes, but also the distribution of

genotypes, and especially their diversity. Next to no

experimental data are available about these effects, and

mainly for two reasons. First, it has not been feasible until

recently to genotype many individuals in an evolving

population. Second, many phenotypic traits are complex

and have unknown genetic components. Next-generation

sequencing technologies are beginning to allow us to

overcome the first problem (Kvitek and Sherlock 2011;

Ensminger et al. 2012; Traverse et al. 2013; Herron and

Doebeli 2013; Jiménez et al. 2013), especially for the rel-

atively simple phenotypic traits of molecules, where the

second problem is not an issue. For such molecular traits,

one can obtain complete genotypic information of many

individuals in an evolving population (Hietpas et al. 2011;

Hayden et al. 2011). The purpose of this paper is to study

the evolution of both phenotypic and genotypic variation in

an especially transparent molecular system, a population of

evolving RNA enzymes.

The phenotypic trait in our study system is the catalytic

activity of the RNA enzyme (ribozyme) derived from the

Azoarcus group I self-splicing intron (Tanner and Cech

1996). Ribozymes are nucleic acid sequences with a catalytic

function. Thus, phenotype and genotype are linked to a

single molecule in this system. Populations of ribozyme

genotypes can be enzymatically replicated in the lab.

Genotypic and phenotypic diversity is introduced through

nucleotide mutations made during replication. Selection can

be applied to exploit the differences in catalytic activity

caused by these mutations, resulting in Darwinian evolution

(Joyce 2004). An important feature of our study system is

that the phenotypes are encoded in very small genotypes

(\200 bp). For such genotypes, high throughput sequencing

technology can be used to analyze many genotypes in

evolving RNA populations (Pitt and Ferre-D’Amare 2010;

Hayden et al. 2011). In other words, they allow us to study

empirically how such populations spread through the vast

genotype space of all possible RNA sequences. This space

harbors 4l possible RNA sequences of length l. Each

individual sequence occupies a discrete point in this space.

Two sequences have a distance that is defined as the number

of nucleotide changes necessary to change one sequence into

the other. The genotypes of a given population can be viewed

as a cloud in genotype space. Here, we describe the effects on

this cloud of genotypes as it experiences stabilizing selection

that is followed by a period of directional selection.

We previously conducted evolution experiments where

we exposed the Azoarcus group I ribozyme to two different

chemical environments (Hayden et al. 2011). The ribozyme

has the ability to cleave an exogenous RNA substrate

because this activity is a component of its catalytic role in

nature as a self-splicing intron (Tanner and Cech 1996). In

the first environment we supplied a ribozyme population

with a ‘‘native’’ RNA oligonucleotide. Cleavage of this oli-

gonucleotide results in the ligation of a portion of the sub-

strate to the 30-end of the ribozyme, and we can exploit this

sequence modification to selectively amplify catalytically

successful molecules (Beaudry and Joyce 1992; Lehman and

Joyce 1993). Molecules with higher activity are more likely

to be replicated. We previously observed that in this chem-

ical environment, the average activity of the population did

not change significantly over eight rounds of mutation and

selection on this native substrate. Further, we did not detect

any mutations that were increasing in frequency over time,

which would indicate a selective advantage for ribozymes

containing them. We concluded that the population was

well-adapted to this native substrate. Herein, we refer to the

population from the eighth round of this selection as our

Stabilizing Selection population (SS).

The second chemical environment is one to which the

ancestral wild-type Azoarcus ribozyme is poorly adapted.

Specifically, we introduced a chemical modification

(phosphorothioate) into the RNA backbone of the substrate,

and exposed a ribozyme population to this modified sub-

strate. We mutagenized the members of this SS population,

and then exerted selection by amplifying molecules that

could cleave this new substrate, performing an additional

eight ‘‘generations’’ of mutation and selection in this way.

Under this second selection pressure, the population adapted

rapidly to the new substrate. The average activity of the

population after eight generations was significantly higher

than it was prior to this selection. This demonstrates direc-

tional selection exerted by the introduction of the new sub-

strate. We will refer to the population from the eighth round

of this second selection as the directional selection (DS)

population. These experimentally derived populations

facilitate a comparison between the distribution of pheno-

types and genotypes resulting from an equal number of

rounds (eight) of each type of selection. Our previous activity

measurements were based on the average activity of the

mixed populations, and therefore, did not tell us about the

variance in activity between different genotypes. We will
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next describe the distribution of phenotypic values in the SS

and DS population, before analyzing the genotypic variation.

Results

Phenotypic Variation

To characterize the distribution of phenotypes we isolated

19 individual molecules from each population through

molecular cloning (see Methods). We measured the activity

of each cloned sequence under the conditions used for

selection in that population, i.e., the native RNA substrate

for the SS population and the new phosphorothioate sub-

strate for the DS population. For our phenotypic trait,

which we will refer to as activity, we determined the

fraction of ribozyme that had reacted after 1 h with the

appropriate substrate (Fig. 1).

With the native substrate, the distribution of activity

values in the SS population after 8 generations had a mean

of 0.28 ± 0.04 (mean ± 95 %CI), which is very close to

that of the wild-type (mean = 0.27 ± 0.03). This indicates

that the population indeed experienced stabilizing selec-

tion, because its activity did not increase. In contrast, with

the new substrate, the activity values of the DS population

(mean = 0.40 ± 0.05) were nearly double that of the wild-

type (mean = 0.21 ± 0.03). In fact, none of the ribozymes

sampled from the DS population had activity significantly

lower than the wild-type after eight generations of direc-

tional selection. The difference in mean activity between

the DS and the SS population was highly statistically sig-

nificant (t test; P = 0.0003), confirming that the population
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Fig. 1 The Azoarcus ribozyme and phenotype distributions. a The

secondary structure of the Azoarcus Group I ribozyme is shown,

including the P1 helix formed between the ribozyme and the

oligonucleotide substrate. The nine helical regions (P = paired

region) are labeled sequentially in the 50 to 30 direction. The cleavage

site is indicated by an ‘‘x,’’ which is the site of the phosphorothioate

bond in the substrate used for directional selection. b The chemistry

of the reaction catalyzed by the ribozyme. c The distribution of

phenotypes in each population. From each population, 19 individual

molecules were isolated and their activity was determined. The

stabilizing selection (SS) population activities were determined with

the native ssRNA substrate. The activity in the directional selection

(DS) population was determined with the new phosphorothioate

containing substrate. Activity was determined as the fraction of

ribozyme reacted after 1 h (see Methods). Each data point in the plot

is the average of three replicates. The error bars show the mean and

standard deviation of the sample
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responded with a phenotypic change to the new chemical

environment. Importantly, the variance in the distribution

of activity values was not significantly higher in the DS

population than in the SS population (F test P = 0.27;

n = 38), and the coefficients of variation were also similar

(SS = 0.30, DS = 0.26). In sum, our data show that

exposure to the new substrate resulted in directional

selection, but that this directional selection did not cause an

increase in the variance of phenotypes in the population.

Genotypic Variation

To compare the genotypes resulting from stabilizing and

directional selection, we analyzed DNA sequence data of

1,577 molecules from the SS population, and 1,830 mole-

cules from the DS population. The sequence data were

obtained as part of a previous publication, where it was

partially analyzed to detect high fitness variants (Hayden

et al. 2011). Here, we study the regions of multidimen-

sional sequence space occupied by the sequences in our

two populations.

As an exploratory tool, we used a principle component

analysis (PCA) to visualize our high dimensional data from

the most informative low dimensional perspectives. We

carried out a PCA of a multiple sequence alignment com-

prised all the sequence data from both our populations

combined (see Methods). Figure 2 shows the data as a

three-dimensional scatter plot projection of our populations

in sequence space. The plot indicates that the DS popula-

tion is more genotypically diverse, because the data from

this population covers a larger region in the graph than the

SS population. We emphasize that this greater diversity

occurs despite a several fold lower mutational supply rate

in the DS population (l & 0.14 mutation per individual

per generation) than in the SS population (l & 1.0)

(Hayden et al. 2011).

We next confirmed the visual suggestion of the PCA

through a quantitative analysis of the variance in the

mutational distance among genotypes. First, we used the

wild-type Azoarcus ribozyme sequence as a reference

point, and determined, for each sequence in both popula-

tions, the mutational distance to the wild-type ribozyme

(Fig. 3a). This metric confirms the greater genetic diversity

in the DS population. We find that the mean distance to

wild-type is higher for the DS population (mean = 8.68)

than the SS population (mean 5.16). Also, the distribution

of distances is broader in the DS population (stdev = 2.58)

than the SS population (stdev = 2.13). Both the skew and

kurtosis of the distributions are positive for both popula-

tions, but both are higher for the DS population

(skew = 1.98, kurt = 7.67) than for the SS population

(skew = 1.03, kurt = 3.00).

A different measure of genetic diversity is the muta-

tional distance Dwithin between all sequence pairs of a

population (all-against-all comparison). For example, two

sequences in a population, which are each different from

the wild-type sequence at two positions (distance = 2) can

differ from each other in anywhere between zero and four

positions (distance = 0–4). While the distance from the

wild-type gives a measure of diversity relative to one ref-

erence point, the all-against-all comparison provides a

measure of how far a population has spread through

genotype space. The distributions of Dwithin measurements

for each population are shown in Fig. 3b. We find the mean

Dwithin is higher in the DS population (12.4) than in the SS

population (9.39). Importantly, the variance is more than

two times higher in the DS population (20.1) than in the SS

population (9.63). This provides quantitative confirmation

that the DS population is spread out over a larger region of

multi-dimensional space, as had been visually suggested by

the PCA.

The comparison of the variance in Dwithin is complicated

by the fact that the two populations are related by descent,

and therefore, the DS population has had more time to

accumulate genetic variation. The observed broader dis-

tribution of Dwithin for the DS population could result if the

increase in variance among genotypes over time was the

same under both stabilizing and directional selection. In

order to compare the rate of change of Dwithin during sta-

bilizing and directional selection, we determined the vari-

ance of Dwithin over the entire course of both selection

regimes (Fig. 3c). The results show that the variance was

increasing during both selection regimes, as indicated by

the positive slopes of both the blue and red data points.
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Fig. 2 The distribution of genotypes in sequence space. Sequences

from the SS population (blue) and the DS population (red) were

combined and then aligned to generate a large multiple sequence

alignment. This alignment was decomposed using a principle

component analysis. The three most informative components are

plotted in a 3D-scatter plot (Color figure online)
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However, linear regression analysis confirms that the two

slopes are significantly different (P = 0.0155, t = -2.75).

The rate of increase in variance during directional selection

(slope = 0.96) is significantly higher than during stabiliz-

ing selection (slope = 0.25). For visual comparison, the

gray data points in Fig. 3c show the variance in Dwithin that

would be predicted from the trend of the stabilizing

selection (blue) data.

Discussion

Our experimental system is very simple, which is an

advantage compared to the complex genotypes and

phenotypes of whole organisms. Some factors that could

potentially influence and confound the observed changes in

phenotypes and genotypes are not relevant in such a simple

system. For example, we can disregard any confounding

influence of fluctuating environments, because during a

given selection regime in our experiments, we can keep the

laboratory environment (temperature, pH, substrate avail-

ability, population size) constant, especially when com-

pared to natural environments. Furthermore, each RNA

molecule represents a compact haploid genome. We can,

therefore, disregard any complicating factors due to ploidy,

such as dominance or overdominance.

Despite its relative simplicity, however, several aspects

of our system mirror features of more complex genetic

architectures involving many genes. For example, its

activity-based phenotype (fraction of ribozyme reacted)

can be affected by several fundamental properties of RNA

structure and catalysis, including RNA folding, thermo-

dynamic stability of the catalytically active structure, for-

ward and reverse rates of catalysis, and affinity of the

ribozyme for the substrate and product of the reaction.

Because usually not all of these properties can be simul-

taneously optimized in any one molecule, many mutations

in enzymes have pleiotropic effects, just as in more com-

plex systems (Wang et al. 2002; Tokuriki et al. 2008;

Soskine and Tawfik 2010). In addition, the structural sta-

bility of the Azoarcus ribozyme enables considerable

mutational robustness which allows cryptic genetic varia-

tion with little phenotypic effect to accumulate in popula-

tions (Hayden et al. 2011). We have previously shown that

this cryptic variation can enable faster adaptive evolution,

and that robustness can decrease following selection

(Hayden et al. 2012), with certain sequences selected for

increased activity under laboratory conditions becoming

decanalized relative to the wild-type sequence. We note

that our current observation of constant phenotypic
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Fig. 3 Genotypic distance measurements of 1,577 sequences from

the SS population (blue) and 1,830 sequences from the DS population

(red). a Distance to wild-type. A pairwise alignment between each

sequence and the wild-type sequence was performed. Distance was

determined for the portion of each sequence (159 b.p.) that was inside

the primer binding sites used to replicate molecules by PCR. The

frequency (y axis) with which each distance occurred is plotted.

b Distributions of Dwithin measurments. Each sequence was aligned to

every other non-identical sequence in the sample (all-against-all).

Distance was determined for the 159 base pairs between the primer

binding sites. The frequency (y axis) with which each distance

occurred in the sample is plotted. c Change in the variance of Dwithin

measurements over the course of the selections. The variance of

Dwithin was determined from sequence data from each round of

stabilizing selection (blue) and directional selection (red). Each set of

data was fit by linear regression (black lines). Forecasted variance

values (gray) are for visual comparison, and were predicted based on

the linear regression of the stabilizing selection data. Error bars

represent the standard error of this regression (Color figure online)

b
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variance in the face of increased genetic diversity may at

first appear contrary to our previous detection of decanal-

ization in a single high fitness ribozyme (Hayden et al.

2012). However, there are two points to consider when

comparing these results. First, our previous decanalization

experiments involved the introduction of additional ran-

dom mutations in order to observe the extent of their

average deleterious effect, whereas the current analysis

examines only the variation maintained in the population in

the presence of selection, which purges deleterious muta-

tions. Second, we previously found that our study popu-

lation as a whole had only a slight decrease in robustness,

demonstrating that the decanalization observed in the sin-

gle high fitness variant (Azo*) was offset by increased

robustness in other members of the population. We would

predict that these robust members of the population would

buffer the effect of mutations, and allow a constant phe-

notype in the face of increased genetic diversity, which is

what is observed in the current data.

Another parallel between our system and more complex

genetic systems is that adaptive mutations within an indi-

vidual ribozyme sequence can show epistatic interactions

(Hayden and Wagner 2012). Similar epistatic interactions

also pervade complex genetic systems (Elena and Lenski

2001; Kvitek and Sherlock 2011; Chou et al. 2011; Khan

et al. 2011). This point in particular may help explain our

observation that directional selection resulted in an increase

in genotypic differences, but this did not cause a corre-

sponding increase in phenotypic variance. Specifically, it is

consistent with theoretical observations that epistatic inter-

actions can lead to decreased additive genetic variance

(Hermisson et al. 2003). Theoretical arguments like this,

together with our past experimental results (Hayden et al.

2011, 2012; Hayden and Wagner 2012) suggest that phe-

nomena such as hidden genetic variation, mutational

robustness, and epistatic interactions can influence the dis-

tributions of phenotypes and genotypes in our populations.

We note that many of the factors mentioned above are

system-specific, and could differ in other experimental sys-

tems, where directional selection may indeed increase phe-

notypic variance. This is important because the rate and

nature of evolutionary change depend upon the presence of

natural selection and the variation in the selected phenotypic

trait (Lynch and Walsh 1998). Understanding the change in

heritable phenotypic variation caused by selection is critical

for determining the dynamics of populations responding to

fluctuating/heterogeneous environments, and for predicting

the fate of populations following environmental change.

Because empirical data of simultaneous phenotypic and

genotypic distributions are virtually absent, more work on

tractable systems like ours is desirable. Fortunately, high

throughput genotyping techniques will make such work

feasible.

Methods

Ribozyme Synthesis

The previously reported evolution protocol produced

dsDNA of selected RNA molecules (Hayden et al. 2011).

This dsDNA was cloned into the vector pJET1.2 using the

CloneJET cloning kit (Fermentas) and transformed into

chemically competent E. coli (TOP10, Invitrogen). Indi-

vidual colonies were screened by colony PCR reactions

using primers complementary to the ribozyme sequence,

and that also contained an extension to add the promoter

for T7 RNA polymerase (written 50-30):
Forward primer = CTGCAGAATTCTAATACGACTC

ACTATAGTGCCTTGCGCCGGGAA

Reverse primer = CCGGTTTGTGTGACTTTCGCC

PCR products of the correct size were ethanol precipi-

tated and rehydrated in TE buffer (pH8) for in vitro tran-

scription using T7 RNA polymerase (Fermentas) using the

manufacturer supplied buffer and each NTP at a concen-

tration of 2 mM. RNA was gel purified by denaturing

PAGE (6 % polyacrylamide, 8 M urea), visualized by UV

light, excised from the gel, and eluted into 0.3 M sodium

acetate. The eluent was filtered (MF device, Pall scientific),

ethanol precipitated, and rehydrated in nuclease free water

(Ambion). A sample of the RNA (2 lL) was then quanti-

fied by UV absorbance (Nanodrop).

Activity Measurements

Ribozyme activity was measured in 10 lL reactions con-

taining 10 pmol ribozyme, 25 mM MgCl2, 30 mM EPPS

(pH 7.5), and either 25 pmol RNA substrate (SS popula-

tion) or 50 pmol phosphorothioate substrate (DS popula-

tion). Reactions were incubated for 1 h at 37 �C. Reacted

and unreacted RNA molecules were separated on a 6 %

denaturing polyacrylamide gel, which were then stained

with GelRed (Biotum) for imaging. Fraction reacted was

determined as the fluorescent signal from the reacted band

divided by the total fluorescent signal (unreacted plus

reacted). Each data point in Fig. 1 represents the average of

three replicates.

Sequencing

Sequence data were obtained for a previous publication

(Hayden et al. 2011). Briefly, each population was PCR

amplified with primers containing six nucleotides unique

for each population and the Roche 454 adaptor sequences.

Populations were mixed, loaded onto a single picotiter

plate divided into 4 regions, and sequenced by pyrrose-

quencing (Roche 454).
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Alignments

Distance measurements were obtained by pairwise align-

ment of each sequence to either the wild-type sequence

(distance to wild-type) or to another sequence from the

population (all-against-all comparisons). The first 25 and

final 21 nucleotides (50-30) of each sequence were primer

binding sites, and nucleotide differences in these regions

were excluded from the analysis. Alignments were carried

out using USEARCH (Edgar 2010) and MUSCLE (Edgar

2004).

PCA

The sequence data from both populations, as well as from a

wild-type reference sequence, were combined, and a large

multiple sequence alignment was generated using the

program MUSCLE. Sequences that covered less than 95 %

of the wild-type sequence were discarded. The alignment

was trimmed from both ends to the positions that aligned to

the portion of the wild-type sequence residing inside the

primer binding sites. Sequences were converted to

numerical format by replacing A with 1, G with 2, C with

3, T with 4, and gaps with 0. Principle component analysis

was conducted with the princomp function in Matlab.
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